
VINTAGE 

®

THE COMPLETE DESIGN GUIDE



WHAT IS VINTAGE®?

Vintage is a Highly Versatile Finish 
Offering a Classic, Aged Metal 
Appearance
 
Vintage is the ideal material for 
metal facades, siding and roofing. 
The unique appeal of Vintage is its 
unparalleled color depth, warmth and 
natural interaction with light. This 
unique, restrained color complements 
a broad range of building designs 
and integrates effectively with other 
mixed-use building materials including 
wood and masonry.

Vintage®

Note: Vintage is a pre-painted metal product - the 
material used for metal roofs and wall profiles. it 
reflects both the base steel and the surface coating.





HOW IS VINTAGE® DIFFERENT?

Vintage is a Premium Resin Coating, Not Just a Solid Color
 
Standard metal roof and wall products typically consist of the base corrosion resistant metal, a 
primer, and a topcoat which provides the color. Vintage does not have a primer and includes a 
semi translucent resin topcoat. This singular, translucent layer enables the natural charm of the 
base steel to be visible. This metallic surface interacts dynamically with light but is restrained 
by the tinted resin coating to provide a classic, timeless hue.

Despite this aged appearance, Vintage is a durable finish backed by modern technology. 
Vintage offers a 20-year limited finish warranty and is graffiti-resistant, making it ideal for all 
applications. Vintage has revolutionized the use of metal in modern architecture and today it 
skins thousands of structures.



WHAT TYPE OF PRODUCTS USE VINTAGEWHAT TYPE OF PRODUCTS USE VINTAGE®??

Premium Metal Roof and Wall ProductsPremium Metal Roof and Wall Products
  
The long-term performance of metal building products is often dependent on two elements; The long-term performance of metal building products is often dependent on two elements; 
the thickness of the steel used (called gauge) and the quality of the finish. Vintage, a premium the thickness of the steel used (called gauge) and the quality of the finish. Vintage, a premium 
coating using high-end fluorocarbon technology is produced on 24-gauge steel.  This thickness coating using high-end fluorocarbon technology is produced on 24-gauge steel.  This thickness 
reflects the industry standard for premium metal roofing and siding products. This enables reflects the industry standard for premium metal roofing and siding products. This enables 
Vintage to be used on a variety of metal roofing and siding products, including:Vintage to be used on a variety of metal roofing and siding products, including:

Metal RoofingMetal Roofing
• • Residential standing seam (including snap lock and snap seam panels)Residential standing seam (including snap lock and snap seam panels)
• • High performance and commercial standing seam (mechanically seamed and clip attached)High performance and commercial standing seam (mechanically seamed and clip attached)
• • Corrugated and through fastened roofingCorrugated and through fastened roofing
• • Metal tiles and shinglesMetal tiles and shingles

Metal Siding and WallsMetal Siding and Walls
• • Corrugated wall panelsCorrugated wall panels
• • Flush and smooth wall panelsFlush and smooth wall panels
• • Ribbed, hidden fastener wall panelsRibbed, hidden fastener wall panels
• • Insulated metal wall panelsInsulated metal wall panels
• • Fascia, column, and beam wrapsFascia, column, and beam wraps
• • Custom fabricationCustom fabrication

For more information on Vintage product partners in your area, contact SteelscapeFor more information on Vintage product partners in your area, contact Steelscape



IS THAT ZINC?

No, But Vintage is an Affordable, Durable Substitute
 
Thanks to its warm metallic hue, Steelscape’s Vintage offers an affordable alternative 
to traditional Zinc roof and wall products. Due to Vintage’s popularity, it is available 
in many of the same roof and wall product styles as traditional Zinc products. Vintage 
offers the strength, durability, and recyclability benefits like Zinc, but without the costly 
price tag, installation difficulty, and variable color aging. Due to its unique resin finish, 
Vintage offers a more dynamic color throughout the day as the semi-translucent finish 
interacts with natural light.



DESIGN 
SUCCESS 
WITH 
VINTAGE®

Your Vision, Our Inspiration

 
Vintage has been used extensively 
throughout the US to create stunning 
residential and commercial structures.  
These applications have varied from 
entire building skins, to design accents, 
to roof surfaces. Vintage’s versatile 
color, in conjunction with the lines 
and shadow of the roof or wall profile, 
can be used to effectively articulate a 
broad range of design visions. 

Continue reading to explore some of 
the stunning design themes achieved 
with Vintage.



D E S I G N  S U C C E S S 
W I T H  V I N TA G E ®

Stunning Standing Seam Siding

 
The raised seams create a crisp shadow 
that accentuates the dynamic color of 
Vintage. These restrained lines provide 
an element of surface texture without 
clashing with other design elements.

Standing seam Vintage siding pairs 
exceptionally well with wood and stone 
accents, or effectively integrates roofing 
and wall planes.





D E S I G N  S U C C E S S 
W I T H  V I N TA G E ®

The Alternative Texture

 
Vintage, in conjunction with corrugated 
or ribbed wall profiles, can add 
engaging texture to flat wall surfaces. 
This can serve to break up large flat 
areas through shadow and dynamic 
color, or a point of visual distinction. 

Vintage is available in a wide variety of 
ribbed panel designs to fulfill any wall 
design vision. The two popular variants 
are exposed fastener or concealed. 
Concealed fastener panels offer a 
more economical siding alternative but 
have visible color-matched fasteners. 
Alternatively, concealed fastener 
profiles provide cleaner lines without 
visible fastener points.





D E S I G N  S U C C E S S 
W I T H  V I N TA G E ®

Commanding Classics

 
The classic hue of Vintage enables 
it to integrate exceptionally with 
classic architecture. Its restrained 
hue complements traditional building 
materials and Vintage’s dynamic color 
accentuates classic roof lines and 
building styles.

This classic color can also be used to 
recreate the charm of years past. Vintage 
successfully rejuvenates historic sites 
through its ageless color. Vintage can 
create a lasting impression without 
clashing with broader historical themes. 





D E S I G N  S U C C E S S 
W I T H  V I N TA G E ®

Captivating Identity

 
Vintage’s memorable, yet classic color 
can be used to create a premium identity 
and memorable shopping experience. 

Small Stimulus

 
Even a small application of Vintage 
in concert with other materials and 
environmental elements can create 
additional building appeal.
 

Dynamic Flat Surfaces

 
Vintage’s dynamic color, which is 
accentuated when illuminated by  
natural light, transforms flat wall 
surfaces. This can create engaging 
design features from otherwise flat and 
blocky surfaces.





Need More Definition?

Explore Vintage® Heritage
 
Vintage Heritage expands upon this 
timeless aesthetic by adding additional 
depth and enhanced character in 
natural light conditions.

Designed to enhance immediate 
surface engagement while providing 
the same distinctive Vintage look from 
afar, Vintage Heritage is perfect for 
any metal roof or wall profile. Available 
in two engaging, yet subtly different 
finishes.

Explore more online at:
steelscape.com/vintage-heritage





Designing 
with Vintage®

Start at steelscape.com

 
Steelscape has all the resources to start 
your design journey with Vintage. From 
our 3D visualizer, to our project gallery, 
to our specification tools, Steelscape 
has you covered.

Available at steelscape.com

Support
Visit our Resource Center for 
specification tools or call us 
at (888) 553-5521.

Samples 
See the beauty of Vintage up 
close by requesting physical 
product samples.

Visualization 
Use our visualizer to create 
a digital rendering of your 
project with Vintage.

Education
Learn more about Vintage 
and pre-painted metal in our 
learning center.

Inspiration
Get inspired with our project 
gallery, project spotlights, or 
design guides.
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